We explore the idea of analyzing EER algorithms from a gene perspective using phylogenetic trees. We illustrate a general approach on a simple question and argue that this type of approach could help understand these algorithms differently.
INTRODUCTION
Embodied evolutionary robotics (EER), aims to learn collective behaviors for a swarms of agents, where evolution is distributed on the agents that adapt on-line to the task [4] . In this context, mEDEA (minimal Environment-driven Distributed Evolutionary Algorithm) [1] adapts a swarm of robots which exchange genetic material when they meet. In its original form, the algorithm does not push toward a task driven fitness but rather takes an open-ended view in which genes survive by spreading in the swarm. Successful genes whose copies survive throughout many generations must: 1) maximize mating opportunities and 2) minimize the risk for their vehicles.We propose to use phylogenetic trees that record the dissemination of the genomes and study their structure. Our motivation in doing so is to provide a new angle from which we can study these algorithms that may be complementary to traditional tools.
We consider the original version of mEDEA augmented by a task driven fitness and to which we add two slight modifications (Algorithm 1): on the one hand, the agent s genome is always in its list (we call this self-insemination), and on the Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. other hand, a selection pressure using a tournament with adjustable size. Self-insemination prevents from having inactive agents that were unsuccessful at gathering new genetic material whereas the adjustable tournament allows to tune the level of selection pressure.
EER PHYLOGENY
We record the dissemination of the genes between agents and track their descendants to construct a phylogenetic tree. Nodes in the tree represent active genomes in the swarm and edges represent parenthood relations (child nodes are one mutation away from their parents). We artificially add a "root" node, parent of all initial random genes 1 . Each node, that is neither the root nor an initial genome, has at most one parent, and can have at most n children, n being the size of the swarm. Finally, the depth of the tree is at most max , and at each level there are exactly n nodes (this is due to self-insemination). A simplified phylogenetic tree is shown in Figure 1 (a). Let T = (V, E) be a phylogenetic tree created by an execution of Algorithm 1 where V are vertices and E are edges. We will also use V d to note the nodes at depth d and p(u, ) the length of the path, when it exists, between nodes u and . Let de (u) be the degree of node u (the number of its offspring) and f (u) the fitness of genome u.
We define the survival rate at depth d as the proportion of initial genomes that have offspring at depth d or more formally:
where Let S d = arg max u ∈V d de (u) be the genome with the most offspring at generation d and similarly
where
SF measures how many times the genome with the most offspring is the one with the highest fitness and SF r measures the difference in their fitness values. We are interested in the following questions : 1) how long does it take for the lineage of the initial genomes to be extinct ? 2) Is the fittest gene the one that has the most offspring ? How these values behave when we apply different levels of selection pressure ?
The experiments were performed on the Roborobo simulator [2] , on a obstacle free circular environment of size 1000 × 1000 with n = 200 agents. Genomes code the weights of a perceptron (12 proximity sensors, and two wheel velocities). We fix t max = 200 and max = 100. The task we address is navigation and obstacle avoidance and we use the well known fitness defined in [3] . Mutation strength was fixed at σ = 0.25.
The results presented in Figure 1 (b-e) are aggregated on 30 independent runs with different selection pressures (noted on the abscissa axis) ranging from 0 for random to 1 for elitist. We added two sets of runs that correspond to unrealistic extreme cases: where no communication is allowed between agents (No com.), and where every agents exchange with all other agents (Full broadcast) and selection is elitist.
If we examine the structures of the trees in term of degree and radius, we see that both values decrease when selection pressure increase. Trees are more balanced and somewhat "fatter" when selection pressure is low than when it is high where they are slimmer and more elongated which suggests less lineages. If we look at the distribution of SF and SF r Figure 1 (d, e), we can see that for high levels of selection pressure the fittest genes tend to have the most offspring. We should although, note that when no selection is performed almost one in four generations the fittest creates the most offspring ! Openended evolution tends to favor fit individuals. Finally, looking at the survival rate Figure 1(f) , we note that in all situations lineages of the initial genes tend to disappear relatively quickly depending on the pressure, all genomes at the end of the evolution descend from one gene of the initial parents.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we explore the idea of analyzing EER from the perspective of genes and their dynamics using phylogenetic trees. We believe that taking this perspective could provide interesting insights. We addressed a simple question regarding the dynamics of the fittest and most copied genes as an illustration, but there are several open questions worth investigating : what is the structure of the trees produced, do different executions share similar tree structures ? Can we infer properties on the execution from the structures of the tree ? Could we use tools from spectral graph theory or computational phylogenetics to study the behavior of EER algorithms ?
